A notional 440 kW auxiliary power unit has been developed for 300 passenger commercial transport aircraft in 2015AD. A hybrid engine using solid-oxide fuel cell stacks and a gas turbine bottoming cycle has been considered. Steady-state performance analysis during cruise operation has been presented. Trades between performance efficiency and system mass were conducted with system specific energy as the discriminator. Fuel cell performance was examined with an area specific resistance. The ratio of fuel cell versus turbine power was explored through variable fuel utilization. Area specific resistance, fuel utilization, and mission length had interacting effects upon system specific energy. During cruise operation, the simple cycle fuel cell/gas turbine hybrid was not able to outperform current turbine-driven generators for system specific energy, despite a significant improvement in system efficiency. This was due in part to the increased mass of the hybrid engine, and the increased water flow required for on-board fuel reformation. Two planar, anode-supported cell design concepts were considered. Designs that seek to minimize the metallic interconnect layer mass were seen to have a large effect upon the system mass estimates. This publication is available from the NASA Center for AeroSpace Information, 301-621-0390.
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Introduction
NASA has a mission to help understand and protect the planet. As a result, the agency has devoted significant resources toward the goal of cleaner aerospace powerplants. One approach incorporates fuel cell power, which can be cleaner than combustion derived power. Nitrogen oxides (NO x ), known environmental and health hazards, are virtually eliminated with fuel cell power systems because the requisite high temperatures are avoided altogether. If the fuel cell system efficiencies offer an improvement over combustion-based system efficiencies, then a reduction in CO 2 emissions may result as well.
Some of the highest power system efficiencies reported to date have been associated with hybrid configurations combining high temperature fuel cell technology with conventional gas turbine technology [1] . The efficiency appears to scale with system power and offers an efficiency advantage over pure fuel cell systems even as small as the 500 kW scale. Siemens-Westinghouse has reported a 53 percent overall efficiency in the first-ever Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) gas turbine hybrid system demonstration on a ~200 kW system [2] . This 200 to 500 kW power range overlaps with the in-flight auxiliary power needs for conventional transport aircraft like the Boeing 777 [4] .
Auxiliary power for commercial transport aircraft, derived from a high temperature fuel cell/gas turbine hybrid cycle engine, has received considerable attention over the last two years [3, 4, 5] . Aerospace auxiliary power is a promising application of SOFC technology for several reasons. The trend towards a more electric aircraft has been acknowledged within the aircraft industry. This trend is a direct outcome of the increasing electrical power requirements of modern transport aircraft. These increasing requirements should be met with an auxiliary system capable of delivering efficient electrical power during both cruise and ground operations. Currently, the propulsion engines are utilized for electrical power loads during the cruise operation. According to Daggett et al [5] , this turbine engine/generator combination is 40 to 45 percent efficient at converting jet fuel to electrical energy during cruise operations. However, a separate gas turbine auxiliary power unit (APU) is used for electrical power primarily during ground operations. The current APUs is approximately 15 percent efficient [5] during the operating cycle. Shifting towards a fulltime duty APU with solid oxide fuel cell/gas turbine hybrid (SOFC/GT) technology promises a substantial improvement in system efficiency and overall NO x emissions. For the purposes of this paper, the mission analysis will involve cruise conditions only; therefore the 40 to 45 percent efficient figure will be used for comparison purposes.
Most hybrid SOFC/GT applications reported in the literature have been developed for ground power [1] . Therefore, systems are often configured to minimize cost of electricity (COE). In contrast, system power density (power/volume) and system specific power (power/mass) are paramount for aerospace systems. Consequently, we believe that aerospace system designs will look considerably different from ground power systems. There is also evidence that component designs, including the SOFC, should be different from the ground-based counterparts for these same reasons.
We have analyzed a baseline notional configuration that delivers 440 kW of auxiliary power at the cruise design point for a commercial transport aircraft. The technical assumptions behind the SOFC/GT performance are addressed herein. Our technical assessment was based upon steady-state performance analysis of the SOFC stacks, turbomachinery, and balance of plant (BOP) components.
Mass and volume estimates for the various BOP components have been included, and a detailed presentation of component design and performance was included in a companion paper [6] . System sensitivities have been presented to quantify the effects of changing various system specifications. The figure of merit for these comparisons was system specific energy (i.e., energy delivered per-unit-mass of the engine system and required fluids.)
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Our analysis has been conducted upon the baseline configuration depicted below in figure 1. Aspen Plus V12.1 software was used to conduct the steady-state system simulations. Several key assumptions have shaped this system. The most significant assumption involved our presumed technology horizon of the year 2015AD. This demands that we credibly project component performance beyond a level demonstrated with present day systems. This assumption has guided the SOFC performance specification.
The total power output at cruise condition has been set at 440 kW. The source of air during cruise operation has been specified as cabin air; therefore, we have fixed 75,153 Pa and 20 °C air inlet conditions. The cruise condition occurs at an altitude of 12,496 m (41 kft). We considered both short and long duration cruise mission profiles for comparing performance against a conventional APU. We have restricted our analysis to planar SOFC technology (versus tubular SOFC technology) due to the projected increase in stack specific power projected for large scale power systems [7] .
Our fuel source was jet fuel. Jet-A has a relatively broad array of potential chemical constituents and as a result, a twelve-component assay was used as a surrogate for Jet-A. Figure 2 compares our distillation curve to that of other available reference data [8, 9, 10, 11] . Based on this assay, the average molecular formula was C 10.329 H 21.516 and the calculated lower heating value (LHV) was 42,846 kJ/kg. All efficiencies specified have been computed using this LHV. The fuel reformation approach was based on catalytic partial oxidation (CPOX) chemistry, although some water is required to avoid coking. The reformer is operated at a molar atomic oxygen-to-carbon ratio of 0.95 and a molar steam-tocarbon ratio of 0.7. The reformer operates in an exothermic fashion and a small amount of cooling is required to achieve SOFC stack entry conditions. Note that equilibrium chemistry is used throughout the system model. Another major assumption that underpins our analysis involved the influence of sulfur compounds upon fuel reformation and energy conversion. We have omitted a desulfurizer component from our fuel processor. This omission implies one or more of the following developments over the next decade: (1) significant progress in sulfur tolerant catalyst development, (2) reduction of the sulfur content within the aviation fuel supply, or (3) off-board desulfurization and separate tankage for auxiliary power fuel. Currently, sulfur tolerant catalyst development is an active research area for the United States Department of Energy [1] . Projecting the sulfur content in aviation fuel over the next decade is hindered by considerable uncertainty. A complex interplay of changing federal fuel specifications (diesel and potentially jet fuel) and the economics of petroleum refinery operations clouds the issue [12] . Although a reduction in sulfur content of Jet-A can be reasonably expected over the next decade, it is by no means assured. Furthermore, it seems highly unlikely that the sulfur content will be reduced to levels that permit current catalyst technologies to operate on untreated jet fuel. § The validity of omitting a desulfurizer component should be monitored over the next decade in light of the issues highlighted above.
The BOP components operated with an assumed 2 percent pressure drop, except for the combustor that was modeled at constant pressure. The SOFC stacks were assumed to encounter a 1.5 percent pressure drop. All components were assumed adiabatic. The preheated air heat exchanger was consistent with compact plate-fin designs and a counterflow multipass steam generator was used to provide the steam for the reformer.
The baseline system has been specified to operate with a SOFC fuel utilization of 85 percent. This required a combustor to complete the reaction of the remaining 15 percent fuel content within the anode effluent. The combustor has been designed to accommodate near stoichiometric fuel-to-air ratio. The majority of cathode flow is routed around the combustor to avoid the extremely lean equivalence ratios that would otherwise result. A mixer combines the excess cathode flow and combustor effluent and routes these hot gases toward the gas-gas air heat exchanger, the steam generator and finally the radial turbine component before exiting the system.
Solid Oxide Fuel Cell Model
The SOFC performance model was based primarily upon the work of Hartvigsen et al [13] . The approach assumes an iso-thermal reaction of reformed hydrocarbon fuels. A standalone version of the Hartvigsen model was coded in Visual Basic and dynamically linked to the system simulation software. Thermochemical equilibrium analysis was performed with the NASA chemical equilibrium code [14] linked to the stand-alone model. Note that this was a singlepass thermodynamic cycle; anode and cathode recycling options were beyond the scope of the present work.
The Hartvigsen model was based upon an analysis of the Nernst potential and an assumed area specific resistance (ASR). The ASR represented all of the losses associated within the SOFC stack. The Nernst potential was an average value that captured the effect of fuel depletion within the anode gas channels. The average Nernst potential was § The sulfur tolerance of current SOFC anodes (cermet of yttrium stabilized zirconia and nickel) is 50ppb at 750 °C [1] ; ASTM specification for Jet A is 0.3 percent by weight, while the average sulfur content of delivered jet fuel is closer to 0.03 percent [12] . calculated with a simple numerical routine instead of the direct analytical approach of [13] . This modification was required because the original model was developed for situations with a fully steam-reformed methane fuel stream. Thus, the allowable anode gas was restricted to a mixture of water, hydrogen, carbon monoxide, and carbon dioxide. However, our partial oxidation reformation at 973 K introduced significant concentrations of inert nitrogen (40 percent) and methane (1.5 percent) in the reformate stream.
We have assumed that the SOFC operated as an adiabatic reactor with cooling provided through excess cathode flow. In order to account for this cooling flow, the heat generated during isothermal operation was directed to the anode and cathode effluent streams, as shown in figure 3 . This simplification enabled a first order analysis of the cooling flows required. However, this simplification overlooks important temperature-dependant effects within the cell. The temperature dependence of ASR is well known, and of great significance to stack performance. For the present work, ASR should be interpreted as stack-averaged values.
The model has been configured to work with the following input data: stack ASR, operating voltage, pressure, isothermal temperature, reactant flow rates and utilization. The output data include product flow rates, required SOFC active area and current density. The remaining performance data can be calculated from these results. For the analysis that follows, the SOFC stacks operated at an ASR of 0.4 ohm-cm 2 , temperature of 973 K, pressure of 208 kPa, and voltage of 0.75 V per cell.
Our technology horizon of 2015 led to the following important assumptions regarding cell construction: The former two assumptions reflect improvements in the SOFC stack specific power. The latter two assumptions reflect progress in thermal management of the SOFC stacks at operating conditions. Following the design requirements discussed in reference [15], a balance must be struck between controlling the thermal expansion mismatch within the cell, and the desire to achieve the "highest possible temperature gradient across [the] stack." The opposing goals of cell reliability and performance are at play here, and solutions tend to be design specific. We readily acknowledge that these assumptions, taken together, are beyond the current state of the art. They reflect our attempt at projecting stack performance out into the timeframe of interest.
Turbomachinery Design and Analysis
Baseline compressor and turbine designs are estimated from the thermodynamic cycle data using NASA-developed turbomachinery preliminary design and analysis tools [16] . A radial, single-shaft design was chosen, although a twoshaft system was considered due to its performance implications discussed below. Traditionally, the best configuration for nearly constant power output is a singleshaft configuration commonly used in APUs, marine applications, and some turboprop aircraft propulsion. The simplicity of the single-shaft configuration yields the lowest system part count and lowest system mass and cost. However, a double-shaft configuration allows for a larger overall pressure ratio across the expansion system. A double-shaft configuration exhibits lower design-point efficiency than the comparable single-shaft configuration due to added bearing and transition duct losses. Finally, operation of a single-shaft configuration in constant-speed mode usually provides superior transient response to load demands.
The single-stage radial turbine was limited to a maximum expansion ratio of approximately 6:1 primarily due to rotational stresses at the design condition. This can be seen in figure 4 , where (AN 2 ) and adiabatic efficiency are plotted as a function of expansion ratio. (AN 2 ) is a common turbine parameter that is proportional to specific strength, or rotational stress divided by density, and is typically kept below 6 × 10 10 in 2-RPM 2 . This limitation affected the entire system pressure profile because the optimum system design should expand the turbine exhaust to just above ambient pressure and thus maximize the turbine work output. After accounting for pressure losses throughout the system, the resulting compressor design total-total pressure ratio was 2.88:1 and the inlet pressure of the fuel cell was just over two bar. The seemingly low operating pressure of the fuel cell did not capture much of the well-documented pressure benefit [1] ; maximizing turbine work appeared to outweigh any SOFC benefit.
The centrifugal compressor stage was designed as a backswept impeller discharging into a scroll via a row of vane diffusers. The compressor discharge temperature was predicted to be 144 °C and thus a stainless steel impeller was used. The radial turbine, comprised of an inlet volute, a row of nozzle vanes, a radial rotor and downstream exhaust duct, had a predicted inlet temperature of 417 °C. This temperature is well below the current technology uncooled inlet temperature limit of about 880 °C, implying a relatively simple turbine design with conventional materials. Turbine life may also be extended due to the relatively low inlet temperature.
A compressor total-total polytropic efficiency of 86.0 percent and a corresponding adiabatic efficiency of 83.8 percent were used for the design point operation. The turbine total-total adiabatic efficiency was 91.2 percent. However, for this analysis, the corresponding total-static efficiency, 85.9 percent, was used to account for the energy lost due to the unrecoverable portion (swirl) of the flow. 
Baseline System Performance
Together, figure 1 and table 1 show the specification and performance of the baseline configuration. The system efficiency was 62.6 percent, based upon the jet fuel LHV. The corresponding mass breakdown is shown in the pie chart of figure 5 . Clearly, the twelve fuel cell stacks dominated the estimate at 78 percent of the total system mass. A solid model of the configuration, shown in figure 6 , has been developed to fit within the tailcone section appropriate to a 300-passenger commercial transport jet. For comparison purposes, the Honeywell turbine APU (model 331 to 500) presently installed on Boeing's 777 aircraft is rated at 969 kW at sea level and weighs 331 kg.
Further examination of the mass estimate reveals that the metallic interconnect represented the majority of the stack mass. Figures 5 and 7 indicate that progress towards significant mass reduction for this hybrid system should be directed towards the metallic interconnect component. This result was a direct outcome of the assumed cell mass model. Figure 8 .-Cell geometry for the baseline analysis. Table 1 Baseline system configuration data.
Unfortunately, as stated in reference [7] "Schematics of the cell design cannot be found in the public literature." The cell geometry assumed for this baseline analysis is shown in figure 8 ; specific dimensions and properties are given in [6] . Our SOFC mass model was based upon an anode supported cell concept along the lines of that shown in [7] for planar rectangular SOFC technology. Although electrode and electrolyte thickness values are available in the literature for specific concepts [7, 17] , exact interconnect dimensions have proven more elusive. We have relied upon the estimated values presented in [7] .
Sensitivity to Fuel Utilization, ASR, and Mission Duration
Since the baseline configuration was more than four times the dry mass of the comparable Honeywell turbine APU, a sensitivity analysis was undertaken to explore options for mass reduction. Both fuel utilization and stack ASR were seen to have significant, interacting effects upon the system performance and mass. Area specific resistance was considered as a controlling variable for examining SOFC performance assumptions from current state-of-the-art toward aggressive performance goals. Utilization was considered as a control variable for examining the overall power split between the SOFC stacks and the single shaft turbomachinery generator. This power split can have a significant effect upon the system performance and mass by trading between the SOFC power system and the lighter (and less efficient) turbine-driven generator.
Evaluating specific energy over an assumed cruise mission length was one way to tie system efficiency and mass together. Specific energy incorporates the system dry mass together with the required fluid masses (jet fuel and water). A comparable figure for the conventional turbine APU system can be calculated for comparison purposes, if an assumed LHV efficiency is used. As mentioned in the introduction, current systems deliver electrical power from the main engine/generator system at approximately 42.5 percent of LHV of jet fuel. Table 2 presents the sensitivity results. The mission lengths of three and ten hours were examined. Not surprisingly, the major system impact of improving stack performance (i.e., decreasing ASR) was to reduce the stack mass, which in turn reduced system mass substantially. Comparable specific energy figures for the Honeywell APU during the three and ten hour missions were 2.23 and 3.66 kW-h/kg, respectively.
Fuel utilization had an interacting effect upon specific energy, depending upon the value of ASR and mission length. This can be best understood when recalling the total mass was composed of a fixed component (dry mass) and a variable component (fluid masses). In the limit of very short mission length, the total system mass is dominated by the dry-mass; consequently, reducing total mass is achieved by minimizing the dry mass. This can be achieved by reducing the fuel utilization in the SOFC stacks, thereby reducing the SOFC stack power in favor of more turbine power. In the limit of very long mission length, the dry mass is irrelevant and the system mass estimate is dominated by the fluid masses required; consequently, reducing total mass is achieved by reducing the required fluid masses (maximizing system efficiency). This can be achieved by increasing the fuel utilization within the efficient SOFC stacks. Between these two limiting cases, a trade between heavier, but more efficient, SOFC power and lighter, but less efficient, turbine power can be made, and it is dependant upon SOFC performance (i.e., ASR value) and the precise mission duration. Figure 9 graphically depicts the short duration mission scenario discussed above. Notice that performance improved when the utilization was reduced. This is true for both the low and high ASR values. Figure 10 shows the long mission scenario discussed above, but only for the high-performance stack (ASR = 0.2 ohm-cm 2 ). The lower performance SOFC (ASR = 0.8 ohm-cm 2 ) exhibited the same behavior seen for relatively short duration missions. An analysis of the conventional power delivery system involving the main engine/generator system at 42.5 percent efficiency was quite revealing. Despite the apparent 20 percent efficiency penalty with respect to the SOFC/GT system, the specific energy of the turbine/generator always superseded the SOFC/GT system specific energy for all mission lengths using this thermodynamic power cycle. This counter-intuitive finding was due to the following result: variable (i.e., fluid) mass of the SOFC/GT was comprised of a fuel stream and water stream, while the conventional technology required only a fuel stream. The water was required for fuel reformation. The baseline thermodynamic cycle assumed that all the water needed for fuel reformation was gathered from an additional tank.
One well-established remedy for eliminating much of the required water supply involved recycling the anode effluent gas. Although some water would be required for startup situations, anode recycling can provide all of the required water supply for the reformation process. Due to the highly interactive components involved in the SOFC/GT power system, anode recycling will have a complex effect upon the performance and mass. A thorough analysis of this issue was beyond the scope of the present work.
Sensitivity to Metallic Interconnect Technology
Planar SOFC cell technologies have seen rapid progress over the last decade. According the US Department of Energy [1] , "Over the past ten years, this technology has developed from a scientific concept to cell technologies that can achieve 1.8 W/cm 2 under idealized laboratory conditions, and stacks that can achieve initial power densities of 300 to 500 mW/cm 2 ." The Department of Energy Solid State Energy Conversion Alliance (SECA) program has enabled progress on both fundamental science and SOFC stack development. This has contributed to the proliferation of cell and stack concepts in the literature. It is not surprising that certain concepts show more promise of achieving the high specific energy requirements demanded of transportation sector in general and aerospace sector in particular.
Cell designs that reduce the mass of the interconnect layer would help to improve the specific energy figures discussed above. Replacing the metallic layer with a ceramic layer is one approach that has been pursued by several industrial partners. Other approaches result from the realization that the interconnect thickness of figure 8 is dictated by the gas path geometry as opposed to electrochemical considerations. Designs that form the gas paths directly in the anode support layer can utilize a thin, planar interconnect. One specific concept is the metallic foil interconnect outlined in [7] . This has several interesting benefits: the repeating unit thickness can be reduced, the repeating unit mass can be reduced, and the non-planar electrolyte surface is increased per repeating unit volume. Figure 11 shows a scaled comparison of the two concepts; estimated repeating unit dimensions can be found from [7] . Figure 11 .-Cell geometry for planar, anode supported Solid Oxide Fuel Cells: (a) gas channels are formed in the metallic interconnect layer, and (b) gas channels are formed in the porous anode support layer. Note that the electrode and electrolyte layers are similar between the two configurations; an important difference exists in the mass of the metallic interconnect layer.
When we swap in the new cell geometry for the baseline case analysis, the improvement was dramatic. The change in repeating unit mass breakdown is shown in figure 12 . The SOFC stack mass was reduced from 1097 to 441 kg. The system mass breakdown has changed accordingly, as shown in figure 13 . Clearly, technologies directed at dematerializing the metallic interconnect layer hold great potential for the transportation sector in general, and aerospace in particular.
Conclusions
A notional 440 kW SOFC/GT hybrid APU has been examined for use in the timeframe of 2015. The primary interest behind this new concept for aircraft auxiliary power was the goal of NOx reduction. SOFC/GT systems with catalytic combustion can eliminate NOx emissions from this process. The difficulty lies in the additional mass required for the energy conversion device, and the additional water required for fuel reformation.
Systems level simulations were used to conduct this study and component performance models were presented herein. A baseline configuration was presented that utilized planar, anode-supported SOFC technology along with single-shaft turbomachinery, combined in a single-pass thermodynamic cycle. The notional baseline system operated at 62.6 percent efficiency (LHV) and had a dry mass of 1396 kg. The overall system mass was dominated by the SOFC stack mass, which in turn was dominated by the metallic interconnect mass. The baseline configuration was determined to be four times as heavy as a comparable allturbine APU engine. We presented the results of a sensitivity analysis involving the assumed SOFC technology performance level (ASR) and the fuel utilization within the SOFC stacks for two cruise missions. Area specific resistance had a strong influence upon overall system mass. Fuel utilization had a strong influence upon determining the portion of the total power developed from the SOFC stacks. Mission duration had an interacting effect upon the above two variables, and must be considered for further optimization studies.
Different SOFC stack assemblies can have a dramatic effect upon the total system mass. Corrugated flow channels, formed directly into the support anode layer, offer a considerable improvement in specific energy. The repeating unit is less massive, and the corrugated topology of the electrolyte offers a substantial increase in active area per unit volume of the repeating unit. Technologies directed at dematerializing the metallic interconnect layer hold great potential for the transportation sector in general, and aerospace in particular.
Finally, the SOFC/GT power system demanded a considerable amount of additional water to be delivered to the fuel reformer to avoid graphite formation. For the simple cycle results presented, the system specific power of the SOFC/GT was not able to out perform the main engine/generator combination that is currently employed for auxiliary electric power during cruise missions. This was due to the increased dry mass estimate and the increased fluids mass estimate. Cycle modifications, especially anode effluent recycling, offer promise for improving this situation by reducing the additional water required for operation.
